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3. GRYLA AND THE YULE CAT
According to Icelandic Christmas folklore there is a half Ogre and Half Troll named Gryla and she 
lives in a cave. Gryla has a variety of “friends”. These include her 13 naughty Troll Children named 
the Yule Lads and  a cat named Jólakö urinn or the Yule Cat. During Christmas she emerges to 
hunt for Children which she kidnaps, takes to her cave, and cooks in a vat of stew. Her sweet 
lile Yule Cat prowls through town in the dark, spying into the lighted windows of Children. The 

only way Children can save themselves from being eaten is to 
show Yule Cat they have new clothes for Christmas, thus 
proving they have been good. Any Children who didn’t get new 
clothes, must leave out some old clothes as a present and 
hope that they meet Yule Cats high standards! 
How terrifying?!?!

4. HANS TRAPPE
According to the residents of Alsace – Lorraine in France, Hans Trapp was a local man well 
known for his greed and sheer nastiness. He is said to of used “witchcra ” and dealt with the 
Devil to become rich. A er being excommunicated from the Catholic Church, he lost his wealth 
and was no longer the respected man he once was. Hans took to roaming the countryside 
disguised as a scarecrow (as you do)! At some point, Hans Trapp became consumed with the 
ideidea of tasting human flesh. He lured a shepherd boy to his death and cooked him over a fire. 
Before Hans Trapp could take his first bite, however, God – finally feeling that things had gone 
too far – struck him down with lightning. Hans Trapp died, but he returns sometimes on 
Christmas/Yule, to go from door to door looking for young, tasty children.

5. THE KALLIKANTZARI
In Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia & Turkey it is believed that The Kallikantzari are goblins who spend 
most of the year underground, trying to bring about the end of the world… Maybe like Pinky and 
the Brain 2.0? I am showing my age now, aren’t I!..... Now when researching for my articles, I like 
to read and make my own understanding and write what I think – in my own words… However, 
when reading about the Kallinkantzari, I found this tiny lile paragraph, and quite frankly, as 
sinistesinister as it is I think it’s hilarious…. (Thank you to The Guardian!)
“During Advent they come out on to human territory to cause mischief and evil. They are 
sometimes described as black furry creatures with tusks and horns. They are usually male, and 
grotesquely well endowed.”

6. CAGO TIO
Caga Tio, or “defecating log,” …. Yes, Pooping Log!!!! This is a tradition from the Catalan region of 
Spain, where families create a character out of log, which then sits on the dining room table. 
TThe family must feed it nuts, sweets and fruit every day leading up to Christmas Eve. That night, 
the family takes sticks and beats the log to make it “excrete” its treats – all while singing a 
traditional Advent song.


















